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add an exclamation point to the end of his college career by winning his final competition, the National Club Hockey Championship. Henry, the grandson of the chief of the Rocnaya Nation in Northern Canada, must prove himself worthy of

Henry White Rock are worlds apart. Although their names sound nearly identical, their lives could not be more different. Carl is a communications major at Slippery Rock University and an elite hockey player who wants more than anything to

Bones of a Feather

has been hired to find a runaway heiress. But what seems a simple case at the outset soon becomes increasingly complicated when three of the heiress’s old friends are found dead. Is there a connection between the woman’s mysterious

Books of a Feather

must find answers before things really go south... .

The Weight of Feathers

president of the Bay Area Birdwatchers Society, to repair a lesser known book of Audubon drawings. At the same party, Brooklyn is flying high after she’s asked to refurbish a rare copy of Poor Richard’s Almanack when Mulrooney’s body is

Birds of a Feather

strange case of the feather thief. What would possess a person to steal dead birds? Had Edwin paid the price for his crime? What became of the missing skins? In his search for answers, Johnson was catapulted into a years-long, worldwide

Forest and Stream

Theodore Boone, or the Hardy Boys, then you’ll love Shannon L. Brown’s fun, fast-paced books for kids. Buy The Feather Chase and begin solving the mystery today!

The Feather Chase

thrilled to journey to the Rainbow Realm along with her! In each story, Cressida is called to help a unicorn princess and her sisters in a magical adventure. Cressida is surprised to learn that there is an eighth Unicorn Princess named Feather

Friends of a Feather

true intentions before it’s too late. Because it’s only a matter of time before more lives are lost.

Friends of a Feather (Eyeball Animation)

As heard on NPR’s This American Life “Absorbing . . . Though it’s non-fiction, The Feather Thief contains many of the elements of a classic thriller.” —Maureen Corrigan, NPR’s Fresh Air

Kirk Wallace Johnson 2018-04-24 As heard on NPR’s This American Life “Absorbing . . . Though it’s non-fiction, The Feather Thief contains many of the elements of a classic thriller.” —Maureen Corrigan, NPR’s Fresh Air

The Feather Thief

Savoring the past of the women’s family and faces a difficult choice when one of the women goes missing.

Bones of a Feather

Although they names sound nearly identical, their lives could not be more different. Carl is a communications major at Slippery Rock University and an elite hockey player who wants more than anything to

Forest and Stream

It’s not a paradise. It’s redemption. The third installment of the 3 Years Later series brings about a new perspective on the concept of life after death, what it means to love forever, and what it means to never give up hope.

Vacation. It’s not a paradise. It’s redemption. The third installment of the 3 Years Later series brings about a new perspective on the concept of life after death, what it means to love forever, and what it means to never give up hope.

Friends of a Feather

including Point Pelee, Magee Marsh, Tawas Point State Park, and even Muskegon Wastewater System. This funny, heartfelt memoir will appeal to birders of all skill levels as well as to anyone who knows and loves a birder.

Feather Brained

true intentions before it’s too late. Because it’s only a matter of time before more lives are lost.

Friends of a Feather (Eyeball Animation)

In each story, Cressida is called to help a unicorn princess and her sisters in a magical adventure. Cressida is surprised to learn that there is an eighth Unicorn Princess named Feather

Feather Brained

that violence. Nevertheless, inexorably, these two are drawn together and, serendipitously, wind up in Scajaquada where the battle between the two brothers is being waged. The backgrounds of both men serve to prepare them for their part in

Birds of a Feather

them in Scajaquada and a rendezvous with destiny.....and Lucifer.

Friends of a Feather
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